Wormerveer, 11 March 2021

Dear EURAPAG-member,
With this letter, I would like to provide you with an update about the EURAPAG 2021 congress.
The current Covid-19 situation in Europe with prolonged lock down and slow progression in
inoculation, has forced the local organising committee to change the from a hybrid into a completely
virtual meeting.

This means that EURAPAG 2021 has changed into three virtual days of latest updates in PAG. Besides
keynote lectures, the scientific programme offers sessions that cover the entire field of PAG,
including long oral communications and short oral communications.
On Thursday the EURAPAG Presidents, Paul Wood and Zana Bumbuliene, invite you to participate in
the President’s lunch where we hope to welcome at least one representative per each European
country. This is also a moment where the new Post-Specialty PAG curriculum will be discussed. On
Thursday evening, the EURAPAG General Assembly is scheduled for which more details and
information will be provided to you by EURAPAG’s Secretary-General, Ivonne Bedei.
Proceedings of the congress will be published in an online supplement of the European Journal of
Obstetrics, Gynaecology and Reproductive Biology after the congress.
Another special event I would like to highlight, is the 2nd Pan European Trainees’ Congress on Friday.
This event, that focuses on trainees and runs parallel to the scientific programme, offers small-scaled
learning workshops, a stump-the-professor session and trainees presenting own work. It would be
much appreciated if you can share this invitation with your countries’ trainee network and to direct
them to the website www.eurapag2021.eu/pan-european for more details about this trainees’
congress.
For your information, the participants who previously registered for 2020 or for the onsite meeting,
have been informed about the change of the congress and the fact that any difference in registration
fee will be refunded soon.
Finally, attached to this letter, please find some promotional materials like a flyer, e-mail banner and
social media banners that can be freely use. We trust that our joint efforts will lead to a recordbreaking number of attendees.
Please feel free to reach out to me or to contact the congress secretariat, Oscar Rangel
(info@eurapag2021.eu), with any remaining questions.
Thank you in advance and I am looking forward seeing you online.
Warm regards and stay well,
Evelien Roos
Congress President EURAPAG 2021
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